
In March 2007, Eastman Chemical Company 
opened a new state-of-the-art paint spray facility 
at its headquarters in Kingsport, TN. It is the first 
of its kind by a coatings raw material supplier and 
is the culmination of a 12-month, multi-million-dollar 
investment in personnel, construction, equipment 
and technology.

Building upon Eastman’s traditionally strong 
applications capabilities, the new facility allows 
reproducible application of coatings under tightly 
controlled environmental conditions.

In addition to these new capabilities and equipment, 
we have a wide range of general applications and 
testing equipment in this and other Eastman facilities.

Spray applications capabilities

Spray booths: One manual, one automated

  Automated booth features a 6-axis robot
      interfaced with a PLC for control and improved
     data management.

  Robot is fitted with rapidly interchangeable dual
     end devices (bell, conventional gun, HVLP gun).

-  Bell/bell

-  Bell/gun

-  Gun/gun

  Waterborne or solventborne coatings can be
     applied with either internal or external charge.

  Booths are equipped with environmental controls
     to provide wide latitude in application temperature
     and relative humidity.

This facility provides the capability to simulate most 
automotive OEM applications as well as many other 
industrial spray applied coatings.

Capabilities include a range of ASTM and OEM 
test methods for color and appearance, corrosion 
resistance, adhesion and weathering/durability. 
In addition, coatings are examined by a variety of 
spectroscopy, microscopy, thermal analysis,  
chromatography and rheology techniques.
  

Specialty coatings  
applications and testing capabilities
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Material Safety Data Sheets providing safety precautions, 

that should be observed when handling and storing Eastman 

products, are available online or by request. You should obtain 

and review the available material safety information before 

handling any of these products. If any materials mentioned are 

not Eastman products, appropriate industrial hygiene and other 

safety precautions recommended by their manufacturers should 

be observed.

Neither Eastman Chemical Company nor its marketing affiliates 

shall be responsible for the use of this information, or of any 

product, method or apparatus mentioned, and you must make 

your own determination of its suitability and completeness  

for your own use, for the protection of the environment and for 

the health and safety of your employees and purchasers of your 

products. NO WARRANTY IS MADE OF THE MERCHANTABILITY  

OR FITNESS OF ANY PRODUCT, AND NOTHING HEREIN WAIVES 

ANY OF THE SELLER’S CONDITIONS OF SALE.

Eastman and The results of insight are trademarks of  

Eastman Chemical Company.
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